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KAY2 Xenox is a premium brand of Kay2 Steel which offers unique ribKAY2 Xenox is a premium brand of Kay2 Steel which offers unique rib
design that strongly bonds with concrete in a hexagonal pattern anddesign that strongly bonds with concrete in a hexagonal pattern and
ensures a solid foundation and quality of any structure. ensures a solid foundation and quality of any structure. 

It provides premium TMT bars crucial for construction acrossIt provides premium TMT bars crucial for construction across
earthquake-prone areas that is needed for today's modernearthquake-prone areas that is needed for today's modern
construction. Its internal angles of 720-degree hexagon deliverconstruction. Its internal angles of 720-degree hexagon deliver
superior bonding enabling solid quality in construction that is able tosuperior bonding enabling solid quality in construction that is able to
tolerate a high degree of stress. Touted as intelligent steel, KAY2tolerate a high degree of stress. Touted as intelligent steel, KAY2
Xenox's MESH grip, 200 per cent higher bond strength and superiorXenox's MESH grip, 200 per cent higher bond strength and superior
physical and chemical properties make it ideal for all contemporaryphysical and chemical properties make it ideal for all contemporary
construction needs. Manufactured using high-grade pure Fe 500 &construction needs. Manufactured using high-grade pure Fe 500 &
500D, it saves up to 20 per cent of steel in construction and delivers a500D, it saves up to 20 per cent of steel in construction and delivers a
consistent quality as per BIS standard.consistent quality as per BIS standard.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/kay2-steel-17831http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/kay2-steel-17831
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